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1.

INSTALLATION AND WIRING

Each car has a different wiring, but some items are common and the same for all cars.
1.1

INSTALLATION

This installation section details a general order in which to install the PRS. There are references
to other sections in the manual.
1.1.1

PLACING THE PRS IN A SUITABLE POSITION

The PRS box must be mounted under the dashboard or under the seat and not inside the engine
compartment.
Find a suitable place for it, but keep in mind that you will need to have access to the D9
COMPUTER connector.
Do not place the PRS close to any heat generating surfaces. The PRS generates its own heat,
which requires natural air convection.
Do not cover the blue heat sink surface. Free air ventilation is sufficient.
1.1.2

LAYING OUT THE HARNESS

Lay the HARNESS in the path from the PRS to the firewall.
Leave enough wire to tie the harness out of the way under the dashboard.
Thread the wires of the harness that are needed in the engine bay through the FIREWALL, keep
the others in the car.
Extend the wires or shorten them as required.
1.2

STANDARD WIRING

Some complete wiring diagrams from different PRS’s and engines are found at the back of the
manual. What follows is a logical sequence of wiring the different PRS inputs and outputs.
This section powers up the unit, and auxiliary circuits such as injectors, fan, ignition, and other
circuitry. Special attention must be given to the proper grounding of the PRS. For this purpose the
PRS has THREE grounds:
SUPPLY GROUND
SIGNAL GROUND
POWER GROUND
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Refer to the following diagram for STANDARD WIRING:

Note: The standard wiring supplies power (+12V) to the indicated circuits. If a circuit is
not required, then the wiring can be left out.
1.3

THROTTLE INPUT

The throttle input is a signal from 0-5 volts. It does not have to come from the throttle, the
airflow (AIR-MASS METER) is equally useful. Important is that a good load DEFLECTION signal
is connected to this input.
Note: Engines with a “hot CAM” require throttle information. Most throttle position
sensors require “exitation” because they are “passive” devices.
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1.4

THROTTLE EXITATION

Foreign throttle sensor with 3 wires:

Throttle sensor with 2 wires:
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1.5

AMP INPUT

The AMP (Absolute Manifold Pressure) input signal is from 0-5Volts. Most AMP sensors must be
“excited” by a 5 Volt signal, which is supplied by the PRS unit. If an AMP sensor is not available,
then an “air mass meter” (AIRFLOW METER) signal can be used. For TURBO APPLICATION it
is recommended to use an AMP sensor.

If the AMP (or Air Mass Meter) requires a 12V exitation, then use the auxiliary supply.
Note: Digital Technology supplies an AMP sensor, which can operate from 5 to 12V.
Most other sensors operate from 5V only and get damaged when connected to 12V.
Check with the manufacturers.
1.6

TEMPERATURE INPUTS

All units have an ENGINE TEMPERATURE input (PINK) and only the PRS8 has an AIR
TEMPERATURE input (Blue). If both sensors are used, then they must be of the same
characteristic. This can be checked by placing both sensors in the same temperature and checking
the resistance with a multimeter. The resistance should be the same. The temperature sensor
should be an NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient). That means the resistance reduces as the
temperature goes up.
Most temperature sensors are passive and require exitation, unless the sensor is used for some
dashboard instrumentation (which will excite the sensor). In this case check the voltage on the
sensor, and refer to the following diagram:
1.7

PC

Note

INTERFACE CABLE
Connector
D9 fem
2
3
5
1,6,7,8
#1
#2

Signal
rx in
tx out
Ground, screen
Loop
Use 4 core screened cable
The max. length of RS232 cable is

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1
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1.8

TEMPERATURE SENSOR EXITATION

For good results, the PULLUP resistor should be approximately half the resistance of the NTC at
25 degrees C.
The PRS8 contains 2 pull-up resistors of 1k1, which can be used for this purpose.
ALL units have a +5 Volt output on the Black/Brown wire.
1.9

TEMPERATURE ADOPTION

Sometimes the engine temperature NTC is excited by the dashboard instrument. If the voltage on
the sensor is in the 0-5V range, then the input can be connected directly without a pull-up. If the
voltage exceeds the 0-5V input range (during cold weather), then the following circuit should be
used:
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1.10

PICKUPS

The PRS unit has two pickup inputs (CB1, CB2), which are suitable for MAGNETIC (reluctance)
sensors, HALL effect SENSORS, and OPTICAL SENSORS. The trigger input level is
automatically controlled.
The CB1 pickup input is always required. If the CB2 input is not needed then it should be
"grounded" to the black/white wire.
A CB2 input is required for:
WASTED SPARK APPLICATIONS without missing tooth pickup
(SEQUENTIAL INJECTION)
The PRS input is "neutral", and a "pull-up" is required (most of the time) for Optical and Hall
effect sensors. The "pull_up" may be provided on the connector. (If a pull-up is require) this can
easy be tested by turning the pickup and measuring the output with a voltmeter: A voltage
"swing" from 0 to +5 or +12 volt should be present at the CB1 (and CB2) input. If not connect a
"pull up" wire to the CB1 input and try again.
1.10.1

GENERAL PICKUP

1.10.2

MISSING TOOTH CRANK PICKUP

Use the wiring diagram for magnetic pickup. No exitation is required. Since this type of pickup
contains the CB2 information, no other pickup is required and the CB2 input should be “shorted”
to SGND (Black/White).
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1.10.3

MISSING TOOTH PICKUP

This type of pickup is on the crank, and has many teeth, normally 36 or 60. For identifying the
cylinder #1, ONE or TWO teeth have been removed from the pickup wheel. Hence the name
"missing tooth" pickup. These pickups are very popular with engine manufacturers, because only
ONE sensor is required, which gives two signals off:
a) Cylinder #1, at the gap (or any other cylinder number)
b) Positions within one crank turn
The PRS can accommodate these pickups. Wiring is the same as for magnetic pickups. However,
setting the unit up is different. This pickup method has one drawback:
The cylinder information (gap) comes every SINGLE turn of the crank!
This means that true sequential injection is not possible, because you never know in which turn of
the engine you are firing the injectors. For details of INJECTOR FIRING sequences
See: FUEL INJECTION
The missing tooth operation requires the following parameter to be set:
1. Enable missing tooth operation: F6, Missing tooth: Y
2. Set the pulses per turn to the FULL amount of teeth per turn, including the missing
teeth.
3. Set the TEETH PER FIRING to the amount of teeth per turn, divided by half the
cylinders.
4. Set the base pulse position to 1-n, where n=teeth per turn. A zero entry is not
allowed.
PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1
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The method of multiple pickups is preferred when compared with the missing tooth pickup.
Multiple pickups require:
a) one pickup on the crank for firing information
b) one pickup on the CAM for cylinder #1 identification.

1.11

FUEL PUMP OUTPUT

All units have a fuel pump output (purple), which can drive 0,1Amp. An external relay, as
indicated in the GENERAL WIRING, must be used. Measure the relay coil resistance with a
multimeter, it should be more than 120 ohms.
1.12

IGNITION OUTPUTS

The PRS range can drive ignition coils directly.
PRS2
F1
F2

PRS8
F1
F2
F3
F4
It is possible to connect an ignition to any other wire, but external circuitry is needed. This is
explained later in the manual. The current rating of each output is 6-7 Amps. If more current is
required, then outputs can be “paralleled”.
Ignition outputs

PRS4
F1
F2
F3

The unit can work with:
SINGLE COILS (and distributor)
MULITPLE COILS (Wasted Spark)
All this is explained in the IGNITION OUTPUT section. It is advisable to “RESERVE” the designated
direct ignition outputs for this purpose.
1.13

INJECTION OUTPUTS

The PRS system has the following outputs in the indicated modes.

Sequential
Batch sequential
Parallel
Sequential
Batch sequential
Parallel
Sequential
Batch sequential
Parallel

Cylinder

PRS2

PRS4

PRS8

4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8
8

4
2
4
3
(4)
-

4
2
4
6
3
6
(8)
4
(8)

4
2
4
6
3
6
8
4
8

The numbers in brackets indicate that it can be done, but the unit is useless for anything else.
The details of how to wire up injectors is explained in the Fuel Injection section.
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1.14

IDLE MOTOR OUTPUTS

The PRS range supports 2 and 3 wire idle motors. The two wire idle motor is preferred, because it
uses one output wire only.
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1.15

FAN /WATERPUMP OUTPUTS

Any output wire can be used for this function. Only one engine TEMPERATURE SETPOINT is
available. The PRS8 has one additional air temperature set point, which can be used for additional
switching, if the air temperature sensor is mounted in the engine (instead of the air).
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1.14

OXYGEN SENSOR (LAMBDA) WIRING

SINGLE WIRE SENSORS are not supported, only 4 wire devices, which have a heater and a
sensor ground. Devices without heater, but with a sensor ground are supported, but may give
false readings if installed too far from the head. In any event, the sensor should be installed as
close as possible to the head where the branches join. If installed too far from the head, then the
exhaust gas is cooled before reading the sensor at idle speed, and “cools” the sensor down
despite its internal heater. Various tricks can be employed to prevent the cooling effect of the
airflow. It is safe to say that it is bad to stick a lambda probe into the tail pipe, unless special
circumstances prevail. The wiring of the lambda sensor requires attention to detail, because the
signal is very small (0,5V) and it can be influenced by other signals.

Note: Signal grounds 4,13,16 can be used for throttle position, AMP, pickups etc. None
of these signals should be connected to any other ground except pin 4,13,16.
Note: If the screen is connected to the sensor housing, then disconnect if from pin
4,13,16. Note: It is acceptable if two sensors share a signal ground.
The sensor must be wired up with a screened cable. The screen must be connected on one side
only (thus avoiding a ground loop). The PRS supports only one Lambda sensor. If two sensors are
installed then the following circuit can be used, which “averages” the sensor reading.
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2.

FUEL SUPPLY

The injectors require a fuel pressure of approx. 2-3 bar (42lb). The pressure is provided by a
high-pressure fuel pump, which is activated via a relay from the PRS unit. A PRESSURE
REGULATOR regulates the pressure, and returns excess fuel to the tank. The following system is
very popular with CONVERSIONS from carburetor to fuel injections:
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3.

GENERALIZED OUTPUTS

The PRS system is functional consistent through the range, but differs in the amount of outputs
and output capability.

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17

PRS2

PRS4

PRS8

ALL
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
RL
-

ALL
ALL
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
-

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
INJ/AUX
RL

Output type: ALL, 7 AMP, including ignition.
INJ/AUX, 7 AMP, No-ignition
RL, 0,1Amp, relay drive
The list of FUNCTIONS may look like this, but check with your DOS or WINDOWS software as to
the installed functions and check the above table for the installed hardware.
Engine temp ON/OFF
Airt ON/OFF switch
Throttle ON/OFF
PWM AMP control
ON/OFF AMP switch
Spare
RPM ON/OFF
2 wire idle motor
3 wire idle motor
PWM Injector staging
ON/OFF Injector stage via XRPM
Nitrous PWM via YRPM
Injection output via XAMP
REV counter output
Rotary leading output
Blinker output
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Ignition #1
Ignition #2
Ignition #3
Ignition #4
Injection #1
Injection #2
Injection #3
Injection #4
Injection #5
Injection #6
Injection #7
Injection #8
Injection output via YAMP
Ignition #1
Spare
Spare
These are (give and take) 32 functions, which can be assigned to 5 (PRS2) or 8 (PRS4) or 17
(PRS8) wires. That means not all functions can be "ON" simultaneously.
Some examples will explain:
EXSAMPLE #1:
A 4-cyl car, wasted spark, needs 2 ignition outputs. You have selected F1 (Blue/Black) and F2
(Yellow/Black) as ignition drives. Then...
Ignition #1
1
Ignition #2
2
(Of course you have to specify: multiple coils!)
The function in the above sample is Ignition #1, which is ASSIGNED to the output wire 1 (F1,
Blue/Black).
EXSAMPLE #2:
In a 4-cylinder car, single coil, but you need to increase the drive current to 12 Amps with two
outputs. You like F1 (Blue/Black) and F2 (Yellow/Black) to perform the outputs. Then...
Ignition #1
1
Blue/Black
Ignition #2
8
Yellow/Black
Both outputs are activated parallel!
EXSAMPLE #3:
It’s a 6-cylinder car, you are running sequential batch injection on a PRS8. Then...
Injection #1
Injection #2
Injection #3

5
6
7

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1
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The assigning of outputs should be done first, before starting to wire the car. Make a list of
"things" you need to drive, and enter them in to a wiring list. A spare form is attached at the end
of this manual.

:

Car:

Date: 25.02.2002

TEST DRIVE

PRS 2

FUNCTION
INJECTOR CYL # 1

PRS4

OUTPUT COLOUR
F1

PRS 8

X

BLUE/BLACK

Here is a copy of the outputs F1-F17 and the colors. They are also contained in the WIRING
section.
PRS4/8

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Blue/Black
Yellow/Black
Yellow/Red
White/Red
Grey/Black
Black/Red
Green
Blue

PRS2

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

PRS8

F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17

White/Blue
Brown
Yellow
Orange
Pink
Purple
White
Grey
Green (Note: on 24 way connector!)

Blue/Black
Yellow/Black
Yellow/Red
White/Red
Grey/Black

The rest of the manual refers for outputs as FX, indicating that you need to ASSIGN the number
yourself.
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4.

FUEL INJECTION

The injector output drives are activated sequential, batch sequential or PARALLEL, depending on
the system mode setting: F6
Parallel injection: Y (blank=sequential)
Batch sequential: Y
During parallel injection, ALL output functions are activated, regardless of cylinders specified.
During injection the injector’s functions are activated as follows:
Cylinders
2
4
6
8

Sequential Outputs
1,2
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Batch sequential outputs
1
1,2
1,2,3
1,2,3,4

True sequential injection requires that injector #1 is fired in relationship to cylinder #1. However,
this is only possible with a "second" pickup on the CAM.
Other pickups produce a SEQUENTIAL injector firing, but not in a fixed relation ship to cylinder
#1. This may be insignificant, but it should be explained for the technical minded:
PICKUPS

Cylinders

RELATIONSHIP TO CYLINDER #1

ONE PICKUP ON THE CRANK:
Missing tooth pickup:

any
2
4
6
8

None
1
True sequential
1 or 3
1 or 4
1 or 5

CB2 pickup on crank:

2
4
6
8

1
True sequential
1 or 3
1 or 4
1 or 5

Of course, two injector outputs can be PARALLED and can drive 2 injectors. This method is called
BATCH SEQUENTIAL HARDWARE. It is used when a given set of injectors produce too little fuel
during SEQUENTIAL activation, and too much fuel in parallel. Batch sequential injection can be
achieved by setting the parameter. Batch sequential: Y or by wiring as follows:
Cylinders
4
6
8

Combine
1+3, 2+4
1+4, 2+5, 3+6
1+5, 2+6, 3+7, 4+8

Each output has a 7amp rating, and activates the INJECTOR in a NON-STEPPED fashion. This
means each output can drive 2 x 4ohm injectors maximum.
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Fuel Map entries are from 0 to 999.
Compensation map entries are from 0-255.
Fuel AMP compensation entries are from 0.1 to 3.99
Fuel range is from 0 - 255
Therefore the injector open time is (assuming fuel range = 85):
injection length (ms)=(999 + 255 + 255) * 3.99 * 0.00005 * 85 = 25.6ms
The max injector open time is 26,2ms
This can hardly ever be used, because it implies that all injectors are ON at:
4 cyl, batch sequential: 2300 RPM
4 cyl, sequential: 4600 RPM
Injector open times of 2ms are achieved with 312 counts, without any compensation, injector
range = 128 and with a FAMP map entry of 1.00. This should be good for starting.
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4.1

INJECTOR WIRING DETAILS

The PRS system can perform:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Parallel injection
Sequential injection
Batch sequential injection by wiring
Batch sequential injection by setup

In parallel injection ALL injector wires are activated for the mapped time every ignition pulse. Of
course, you can connect more than one injector per output.
In sequential injection the outputs are activated one per cylinder. Simple sequential connections:

A more complex (batch sequential) connection would be:

This connection delivers double (!) the fuel as compared to the sequential connection.
Note: The INJECTOR UTILIZATION figure does not apply to this connection.
Note: Check the wiring, so that it results in an EVEN FUEL DISTRIBUTION considering your
firing order.
Note: Use all ACTIVE PRS Outputs.
18
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4.2
4.2.1

INJECTOR SELECTION
FUEL INJECTOR RATING

Injectors can be ordered by the flow rate. Of course, the flow rate is dependant on the fuel
pressure. Once the flow rate is known (at a specified pressure) then the MAXIMUM attainable
HORSEPOWER can be estimated.
The estimation gets very confusing because of the AMERICAN and EUROPEAN STANDARDS.
Some conversion factors and other items:
1 bar
cc/min
10.5 cc/min
1KW

=
=
=
=

14.2 psi
0.095 lbs/hour
lbs/hour
1.342 HP

A 10% pressure increase results in approx. 5 % flow increase (Sqr 1.1 = 1.048)
Then:
HP = Flow Rate in lbs/hour * number of injectors * 1.54
or
KW = Flow Rate in cc/min * number of injectors * 0.109
The HP represents the GROSS power, and the actual HP may well be 10-30% lower because of
varying engine efficiency and other mechanical losses. This may sound vary in accurate, but it
gives a good estimate of what you can do with the injectors. The above estimate assumes that
you run the injectors at 85% UTILIZATION.
The fuel pressure is different between EUROPEAN and AMERICAN specifications.
EUROPE:
AMERICA:

2.5 to 3.0 bars
2.8 to 5.3 bars

35 to 43 psi
40 to 75 psi

It is safe to say that a high impedance injector will not open at low BATTERY VOLTAGE above 4
bars, unless ...... Of course, there are (always!) special injectors...
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5.

IGNITION OUTPUT

The PRS units have a limited amount of direct ignition drive outputs. The PRS2 has 1, PRS4 has 2
and PRS8 has 4 DIRECT DRIVES. Each output can source up to 7 AMPS, and the outputs are
current limited, and over temperature protected. The outputs are driven in a "WASTED SPARK"
fashion, or if "ONE COIL" is specified then all output functions are active.
Ignition activation is as follows:
Cylinders
functions
4
1,2,1,2
6
1,2,3,1,2,3
8
1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4
Single coil
All
The output current is controlled by the dwell time specification, and a 2.00ms is a good start if
the coil is unknown. The real ignition coil current should be measured, and it should reach a
"peak" of 5 amps. The following pictures explain:
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The PRS controller can” retard" and "advance" from the pickup point. Therefore the pickup point
should be 10-20 degrees (baseline setting). This is important as explained in the following table:
RPM
Below position 0
Position 0
Any, dwell too long

IGNITION ANGLE
as per pickup
as per mapping
as per mapping

Dwell time
25% of time between ignitions
dwell specifications
75% of time between ignitions

SHORT DWELL
as per map
as per map
as per map

Therefore the unit "FIRES" at the pickup point during starting, with a very large dwell time.
The MAXIMUM ADVANCE and retard from the pickup point is:
Cylinders
4
6
8

max retard
-44
-29
-22

max advance
44
29
22

The cylinder at the "BASE PULSE POSITION" is cylinder #1.
GENERAL IGNITION OUTPUT WIRING
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6.

ROTARY IGNITION

The rotary mode is active in all units, but only the PRS8 has enough direct ignition drives.
The ROTARY IGNITION OUTPUT mode is specified by setting the
ROTARY 13B MODE : Y
Once specified, the unit assumes MULTI COIL operations, regardless if specified. The following
parameters are active specifically for rotary ignition:
Cylinders
Ignition base line
Dwell time
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Rotary lead (0-15)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

4
To suit display
To suit your coils
12
6
1
6 (to suit!)

The following OUTPUT functions are active:
ING#1
ING#2
Rotary lead ign #3

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1
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The following Rotary drawing explains the timing details:

The following drawing explains the connections
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7.

IDLE CIRCUIT

The idle output circuit is for a TWO WIRE IDLE MOTOR, which is spring-loaded to close. That is
to say the motor is NATURAL closed, and has to be driven open. The output current can be 5A
max, and the motor can be driven directly.
A THREE WIRE IDLE MOTOR can be driven directly, but 2 wires (output functions) are used. A
three-wire device is not spring loaded, but the “rotor” is driven to the desired position. Thus a
50% duty cycle signal positions the rotor at the 50% position.
Four parameters control the idle motor operation:
Idle
Idle
Idle
Idle
7.1

RPM target:
motor close:
motor open:
loop time:

IDLE RPM TARGET

This RPM specification is dependant on the cylinder setting. Any RPM between 300 and 3000 RPM
can be entered. Note that higher RPM setting require different fuel settings, unless lambda closed
loop operation is specified.
7.2

IDLE MOTOR CLOSE

This is the motor current in counts from 0 to 200, which specifies the POSITION the motor should
assume when the RPM is higher than the target. This entry must be smaller than the IDLE MOTOR
OPEN entry.
7.3

IDLE MOTOR OPEN

This again is the motor current in counts from 50 to 255, which specifies the POSITION (current)
the motor should assume when the RPM is lower than the target. This entry must be greater than
the IDLE MOTOR CLOSE entry.
7.4

IDLE LOOP TIME

This is the idle control loop time in steps of 52ms. An entry of 3 (150ms) gives good results.
7.5

IDLE OPERATIONS

The idle is only adjusted when the throttle is in the ZERO position. The PRS unit checks the actual
RPM against the target every idle loop time, and adjusts the idle output accordingly, but within
the close and open specifications. The output signal is approx. 40Hz.
Automotive General/PRS/PRS technical manual.doc 5/15/02 19
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7.6

IDLE ADJUSTMENT

It is assumed that the engine idles smoothly, and that the butterfly and PRS settings can be
changed. It is further assumed that the engine idles at 800 RPM.
1. Set the target to 300 RPM (this closes the idle motor).
2. Observe that the idle rpm drops. Adjust butterfly for 500 RPM.
3. Set idle motor close so that the engine idles at 600-700 RPM.
4. This means that the idle motor supplies some air.
5. Set the idle motor open setting to just above the close setting.
6. Set the target to 2000 RPM.
7. The engine should speed up.
8. Set the idle OPEN setting to achieve a RPM of 1000 to 1500 rpm.
9. Reduce the target to 800 RPM and monitor that the engine idles at 800 RPM.
10. Set the IDLE TIME so that the recovery is fast, and that load changes from air-conditioner
or other are compensated for.
At startup, and if the engine temperature is below the prime temperature limit, a 13 sec delay is
imposed. This means that the engine idles for 13 seconds at the OPEN setting, before regulation
begins.
8.

PRIME INJECTION

The purpose of the prime injection is to
A) clear injectors of trapped air
B) Give extra fuel for starting
The prime injection is controlled by:
Prime cycles
Prime injection vol
Prime temperature limit

(0 disables priming!)
(0 disables priming!)
Below engine temperature primary is enabled

Once enabled, and if the engine temperature is below the prime temperature, and the PRS
controller has just been switched ON, then ALL INJECTOR outputs are activated PARALLEL for the
prime injection volume and the specified cycles.
The prime volume is in increments of 0.1ms.
Popular setting is:

Prime cycles
Prime injection vol
Prime temperature

15
10
50

(1.0 ms)
degrees

The prime injection starts 0.4 second after power up to allow the fuel pump to get up the fuel
pressure.
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9.

ODD CYLINDER ENGINES

This is not a problem. But the following restrictions apply:
1 Cylinder engine, 4 stroke:
Cylinder
Pulse per turn
Pulse per firing

:
:
:

1
1
1

RPM indication
Multiple coils
Batch seq inj

:
:
:

Double of actual
N
N

:
:

INJ # 1
IGN # 1

Injection functions active
Ignition functions active
3 Cylinder engines:
Cylinders
Pulse per turn
Pulse per firing

:
:
:

3
1
1

RPM indication
Multiple coils
Batch sequential

:
:
:

Correct
N
N

Injection functions active
:
Ignition function active
:
If parallel injection specified :

INJ #1, #2, #3
IGN #1
All INJ functions active

5 Cylinder engines:
Cylinders
Pulse per turn
Pulse per firing

:
:
:

5
1
1

RPM indication
Multiple coils
Batch seq inj

:
:
:

Correct
N
N

Injection functions active
:
Ignition function active
:
If parallel injection specified :
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10.

ACCELLERATION INJECTION

The acceleration ENRICHMENT is derived from the AMP movement by detecting a positive AMP
change (dv/dt) greater than the specified detection point. The fuel specified in the FARPM map
(F6) is injected once.
Three values control the acceleration fuel:
Acceleration detection:
FARPM map

Global screen
Compensation screen

The detection point is best established by experimenting. It is influenced by the AMP calibration.
If the AMP voltage change (range) is low, then the detection point must be low.
The acceleration enrichment works as follows:
Once the AMP dv/dt exceeds the acceleration detection point, then the value in the FARPM table is
added, provided that it is smaller than the limit. Otherwise the limit is injected once.
See: THROTTLE CALIBRATION
See: POPULAR SETTINGS
DECOMPRESSED engines require more acceleration enrichment, than NORMAL ASPIRATED
engines.
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11.

CLOSED LOOP LAMBDA

The lambda operation is controlled from the LAMBDA (F3)screen and the following variables:
AFR TARGET VALUES
THROTTLE DEPENDANT
8 values
range 11.0 to 16.0
other values cause loop disable
OXY-LIMIT values
128 values
Range 1-127
AFR idle loop time:
AFR OPER. LOOP TIME:
The AFR target values can be set in the following range:
Minimum
Maximum

11.7
16.0

AFR RICH
AFR LEAN

A value of zero, or less than 11 DISABLES THE LOOP. Typical values are:
14.8
14.9
13.5
12.8
11.0

AFR
AFR
AFR
AFR
AFR

Ideal, very light cruising, idling
LEAN, idling
ok for power
Max power, but rich
Very rich, supercharged or turbo

The exact Lambda value must be "matched" to the engine and operating conditions. The LOOP
TIME values specify the time period BEFORE the closed loop adjustment can take place. Entries
are from 1 to 255, each step representing one ignition. A ZERO entry DISABLES the loop.
The AFR loop is enabled when:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

start time is zero (0,5 seconds)
fuel map entry is greater than zero
RPM is ok.
AFR sensor readings are within range
AFR target is in range
Oxytime is greater than zero
fuel engine temperature compensation is zero.

Once the above conditions are met, the enable status is indicated (OXE)
11.1

CLOSED LOOP OPERATION

Once the engine operates at a "stable" map point, and the OXYTIME has elapsed, then the fuel
value is increased or decreased as a result of the lambda probe input and the AFR target setting.
This process repeats every LOOP TIME. If the probe is disconnected, then the loop is disabled.
The fuel is adjusted until the limit is reached.
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11.2

SPECIAL AFR OPERATION

The closed loop lambda will adjust the fuel until the limit in the lambda map (F3 screen) is
reached. This requires that the original map is fairly accurate. The original fuel map can be
modified by pressing the F11 KEY.
This zeros the lambda adjustment momentary, and adds (subtracts!) the LAMBDA
ADJUSTMENT from the fuel map. Thus the immediate effect is zero, but it frees the loop to do
more fuel adjusting. The fuel map change is permanent.
In practice it means running the engine at a particular "spot", and pressing the F11 key until the
lambda adjustments are nearly zero.
This function effectively tunes a engine at a chosen spot.
The AFR IDLE LOOP TIME should be set so that the engine runs smoothly without cycling. The
AFR voltage may "cycle" from 0.2 to 0.7 Volts, however, the RPM should be constant.
The AFR OPER. LOOP TIME should be set very fast (4-20) so that the closed loop can respond
quickly. It is restricted to the probe placement (distance from the head) and the branch volume.
HINTS:
a) Be careful not to run engines too lean under power conditions.
b) Adjust the ignition and watch for "knocking" when running lean.
c) Have the fuel_map as close as possible to the ideal conditions, but may be a
fraction on the "rich" side.
d) Pay attention to environmental legislation.
e) It is difficult to operate a turbocharged decompressed engine with closed loop
lambda.
f) The lambda readings may "cycle", depending on the loop time and other
variables. This is normal, and should NOT affect the idle operation.
11.3

CO MEASUREMENTS

Most garages and tune shops have a CO ANALYZER. This is a good start and a very helpful tool
during the tuning process. It is very important that the CO analyzer is well maintained and
calibrated. What are we looking for in a CO measurement? This depends very much on what you
are looking for in your engine! There are two extremes:
ECONOMY:

You would run the engine at the most economical operating point

POWER:

You would run the engine a little rich, but in the most powerful operating point.

The CO analyzer has two advantages:
Price: It is most of the time a portable instrument, operating from 12 Volt.
You can use a portable CO analyzer while you drive, but you have to get used to the delay in
seeing the result of your actions.
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For real accurate tuning, and especially if you have modified the engine (any part which
influences the fuel burning process) then you should check the validity of your modifications on
the dyno with a 4 GAS ANALYSER.
The four gases are:
HYDROCARBONS
CARBON MONOXIDE
OXYGEN
CARBON DIOXIDE

HC
CO
O2
CO2

HYDROCARBONS
When analyzing the exhaust gas for HC, one actually measures the amount of un-burnt fuel in
parts per million (PPM) that have escaped the engines combustion process. Typical causes of HC
are: inadequate spark duration, ignition timing, low compression, air/fuel mixture, and other
mechanical malfunction.
CARBON MONOXIDE
It is highly toxic, and measured as a percentage of the exhaust gas. It is formed when there isn’t
enough oxygen to convert carbon (C) in the fuel into carbon dioxide (CO2). CO only forms when
combustion has taken place. Typical cause for a high CO reading is a too rich fuel mixture.
CARBON DIOXIDE
It is measured in percent by volume of the exhaust gas. As a general rule, the engine is operating
at its best when CO2 is at its highest level of approx. 12-15%. The CO2 measurement will always
peak at any value regardless of the catalytic converter. This makes it a very good tuning
indicator.
OXYGEN
It is a good indicator of a clean running engine. When an engine is running lean, oxygen will
increase proportionally as the air /fuel mixture becomes leaner. A normal engine at idle should
give an oxygen reading of 0.4 to 4%. Above 4% the engine runs too lean, below 0.5% you are
wasting fuel.
MEASURING OXYGEN (LAMBDA)
This instrument is now readily available without much expense. In essence it displays the air fuel
ratio (AFR) by means of measuring the REMAINING OXYGEN in the exhaust.
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The above graph shows the general relationships. Some engines with extensive ignition mapping
can run on 0.5 CO, other (older) engines may need 3.5CO to perform. The principle remains: The
most efficient engine is (nearly) the most powerful one. Don’t underestimate the influence of the
driver on the fuel consumption. The other factor is the operating point. Unless you are racing,
engines operate on the road at 30-50% of the available power.
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12.

OUTPUT FUNCTION

All units have up to 32 functions installed, and some of the functions MUST be assigned to the
outputs, otherwise the unit does not operate (function!).
In other words, a multitude of functionality is present in both units, but requires outputs to
become active.
ENGINE TEMP.:
xx
tt
This function switches the specified output wire xx on when the engine temperature has
exceeded the specified temperature tt
AIR TEMP.:
xx
tt
This function switched the specified output wire xx on when the air temperature has
exceeded the specified temperature tt.
THROTTLE:
xx
pp
This function switches the specified output xx on when the throttle exceeds the specified
percent pp (5-99).
AMP PWM :
xx
a.a
This function produces a PWM output on the wire xx when the manifold pressure is close to
the specified pressure a.a. AMP pressures below the set point turn the output off.
AMP ON/OFF:
xx
a.a
This function switches the specified output xx ON when the manifold pressure exceeds the
set point a.a
RPM On/Off 1:
xx
rrrr
This function switches the output xx on when the RPM exceed the specified rrrr
settings.
RPM On/Off 2:
xx
rrrr
This function switches the output xx on when the RPM exceed the specified rrrr
settings.
2 wire idle:
xx
The output xx is operated in a PWM fashion within the global (F5) parameters.
3 WIRE IDLE:
xx
The output xx is operated in an inverse fashion to the 2 wire output for 3 wire idle motors.
This output can be used on its own for a 2 wire idle motor with inverse (normally open)
characteristics.
PWM INJ. STAGE: xx
The output xx is operated together with injector #1 output function and the overall fuel is
proportional reduced as specified in the XRPM map.
On/Off inj.stage: xx
The output xx is switched on when the XRPM map has an entry other than zero, and the
fuel is proportional reduced.
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PWM NOX:
xx
The output xx is activated proportional to the YRPM map
INJECTION OUTPUT:
xx
The specified output xx is operated for the injection length in the XAMP map on every
injector #1 function.
REV CNTR.:
xx
The specified output xx produces a squarewave representative of the RPM.
ROTARY LEAD. IGN:
xx
Once the rotary (13B) mode is specified, the specified output xx produces the LEADING
ignition.
BLINKER:
xx
It is just that: a blinker output !
IGN #1 - 4:
xx
These are the ignition functions, which are activated according to the cylinders and
multiple coil setup.
INJ #1 - 8:
xx
These are the injection functions, which are activated according to cylinders, parallel
injection, and batch sequential injection.
INJ YAMP:
xx
This injection function activates the output xx for the length specified in the YAMP map.
This is in addition to the Injection XAMP function. Thus 2 injector groups can be activated
independently from different maps.
SEE: GENERALIZED OUTPUTS for more info
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13.

MAPS AND SETTINGS

13.1

GLOBAL

The global screen contains all information, which must be set ONCE before starting. These
settings apply to all other screens.
CYLINDERS
The PRS can handle 4,6,8 cylinders. Any other cylinder entry results in:
PARALLEL INJECTION
and
SINGLE COIL IGNITION
Changing the cylinder number changes all other RPM scales and RPM settings!
IGNITION BASE LINE
This is a number, which specifies where your pickup point is located. It should be located approx.
15-20 degrees.
INJECTOR RANGE
This is a number from 0 to 255, where 128 represents 1.00. It tunes the complete fuel map up or
down in the same way as changing the fuel pressure. This number should be tuned ONLY when a
NEW installation is started. If the number is too small, then the injectors are too big. The number
should be between 64 (0.5) and 192 (1.5) unless special circumstances prevail.
DWELL TIME
This is the time in milliseconds the coil current is switched ON before ignition. The ideal time
depends on the coil used. The dwell time is ignored below RPM position zero (during starting),
and a 25% dwell time is used instead.
PULSES PER TURN
This is what it says: trigger pulses per revolution.
PULSES PER FIRING
Same thing! This number applies to missing tooth pickups, and to multi-trigger inputs.
BASE PULSE POSITION
Mainly applicable to missing tooth applications. It specifies which tooth is close to the 20 degree
firing position. The exact point can be specified with IGNITION BASE LINE. This is the reading
from the timing light, without any ignition (retard/advance) applied. It specifies WHERE your
pickup is. It should be at 10-20 degrees, or at a position where the engine starts and runs
(without and adjustment). A zero entry is not allowed in the missing tooth detection mode.
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ROTARY LEAD
1 – 11 degrees for rotary engines.
AFR IDLE LOOP TIME
0 disables closed loop AFR.
1-255 specifies the amount of ignitions before adjustment takes place. 10 – 60 is a good entry,
depending on the exhaust system and probe placement.
AMP FUEL LIMIT
Enter in the chosen pressure range. Cuts fuel above the specified manifold pressure. Set after
AMP calibration.
ENGINE TEMP. FUEL LIMIT
Cuts fuel above the specified temperature. Set after temperature calibration.
RPM FUEL LIMIT
Cuts fuel above the indicated RPM. Set after cylinder and pickup specification.
AFR OPERATION LOOP TIME
The number of ignition pulses before the Lambda loop responds other than in the idle column.
ACCELL DETECTION
A number, which specifies when the acceleration enrichment is triggered. 1 is very sensitive, 2-5
is normal, 6-15 is least sensitive.
BATTERY COMPENSATION
0 disables, 5-20 is normal. Once the battery voltage falls below 13.6V a small proportional
amount of fuel is added to compensate for the injector low voltage behavior.
PRIME CYCLES
The amount of injections performed after startup.
PRIME INJECTION VOL
The length of each injection.
PRIME TEMP. LIMIT
The engine temperature above which no prime injection takes place.
IDLE RPM TARGET
Target RPM Setting.
IDLE MOTOR OPEN
High PWM limit 50 – 250
IDLE MOTOR CLOSE
Low PWM limit 1 – 250
IDLE LOOP TIME
The response time delay in steps of 26 ms.
TURBO LAUNCH RPM
The RPM limit at which the ignition starts retarding.
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ADV IGNITION LIMIT
The max. advance limit.
RET IGNITION LIMIT
The max. retard limit.
SYSTEM MODE SETTINGS (F6)
The system mode can be set by specifying any of the options on the F6 screen by a "Y", or a
blank for disabling.
Missing tooth en:
Pos trigger:
Parallel injection:
Rotary 13B mode:
Batch seq. inj:
Multiple coils:
Short idle dwell:
13.2

FUEL

The fuel setting is affected by 4 maps:
128 x 8 fuel map sites
16 Fuel AMP sites
16 Fuel engine temperature compensation
16 Fuel air temperature compensation
Global: fuel range

FUEL MAP
FAMP
FENGT
FAIRT

0-999
0.1-1.99
0-255
0-255
0-1.99

A standard map is supplied, and it should be good for starting the engine. Only Change the "fuel
range" on the global screen to achieve good idling. The fuel range should be between 64 to 160
for correct injector size.
13.3

IGNITION

The ignition is controlled by 3 maps:
128 x 8
16
16

Ignition map sites
Ignition AMP sites
Ignition engine temperature compensation

IAMP
IENGT

F2
F2
F4

Global:
Ignition base line
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Bit info on the F6 screen
A standard Perfect Power map is supplied, which will start the engine, provided that the pickup
point is approx 10-20 degrees before TDC.
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13.4

AFR (LAMBDA)

Lambda operations can be specified by 2 maps:
AFR target:

Oxy-Limit:

13.5

8 Values
range 11.0 to 25.0
Corresponding to 8 throttle steps
Ø disables loop
128 Values
range 1 -127
Ø disables loop

COMPENSATION

These are the maps (and global settings), which play a small role, but are important.
Fuel Engine temperature
FENGT
Fuel Air temperature
FAIRT
Ignition Engine temperature
IENGT
Fuel Acceleration RPM map
FARPM
Battery compensation
(Global!)
Function assignment
XRPM
Function assignment
YRPM
Function assignment
XAMP
Spare
YAMP
Initially, these entries (maps) can be set to zero.
13.6

POPULAR SETTINGS

This section shows some of the most popular settings and configurations. The following GLOBAL
PARAMETERS are affected:
CYLINDERS
PULSES PER TURN
PULSES PER FIRING
BASE PULSE POSITION
Note2: The WASTED SPARK method of ignition IMPLIES that the cylinder identification
is supplied by either a missing tooth pickup, or the second CB2 trigger input.
Note3: The PULSES PER FIRING can be changed from 1 (standard) to a suitable
number, if the pickup has multiple "teeth" per firing.
4 CYLINDERS, MISSING TOOTH PICKUP, ONE COIL
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Missing tooth en

:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition function active
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4 CYLINDER, MISSING TOOTH PICKUP, TWO COILS
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Missing tooth en
Multiple coils
Batch sequential

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

4
60 (or any other number!)
30 (or half of the above)
1
Y
Y
Y
:
:

In1, In2
Ig1, Ig2

8 CYLINDER, MISSING TOOTH PICKUP, FOUR COILS
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Missing tooth en
Multiple coils
Batch sequential

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

8
60 (or any other number!)
15 (or 1/4 of the above)
0,1,2,3
Y
Y
Y
:
:

In1, In2, In3, In4
Ig1, Ig2, Ig3, Ig4

4 CYLINDERS, ONE PICKUP, PARALLEL INJECTION, ONE COIL
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Parallel injection

:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

4
2
1
0,1
Y
:
:

In1 + In2 + In3 + In4 + In5 + In6 + In7 + In8
Ig1 + Ig2 + Ig3 + Ig4

4 CYLINDERS, ONE PICKUP, 4 INJECTORS, WASTED SPARK, CB2 pickup
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Multiple coils

:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active
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4 CYLINDERS, ONE PICKUP, 2 INJECTOR BANKS, WASTED SPARK
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Multiple coils
Batch sequential

:
:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

4
2
1
0,1
Y
Y
:
:

In1, In2
Ig1, Ig2

6 CYLINDERS, 2 INJECTOR BANKS, WASTED SPARK, CB2 Pickup
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Multiple coils
Batch sequential

:
:
:
:
:
:

Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

6
3
1
0,1,2
Y
Y
:
:

In1, In2, In3
Ig1, Ig2, Ig3

6 CYLINDERS, 6 INJECTORS, ONE COIL
Cylinders
:
6
Pulses per turn
:
6
Pulses per firing
:
1
Base pulse position :
0,1,2
Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active

:
:

In1, In2, In3, In4, In5, In6
Ig1, Ig2, Ig3

6 CYLINDERS, PARALLEL INJECTION, WASTED SPARK
Cylinders
Pulses per turn
Pulses per firing
Base pulse position
Multiple coils
Parallel injection

:
:
:
:
:
:

Injectors functions active
Ignition functions active

6
6
1
0,1,2
Y
Y
:
:

In1 + In2 + In3 + In4 + In5 + In6 + In 7 + In8
Ig1, Ig2, Ig3

8 CYLINDERS, 2 INJECTOR BANKS, SINGLE COIL
Cylinders
:
8
Pulses per turn
:
4
Pulses per firing
:
1
Base pulse position :
0,1,2,3
Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active
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8 CYLINDERS, 2 INJECTOR BANKS, WASTED SPARK
Cylinders
:
8
Pulses per turn
:
4
Pulses per firing
:
1
Base pulse position :
0,1,2,3
System mode
:
128
Batch sequential
:
Y
Injector’s functions active
Ignition functions active
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14.

FIRST TIME TUNING

This little note helps to put some light on the ENGINE TUNING process. It is intended for the
novice, and I strongly recommend giving the tuning work to an expert. No attempt is made to
produce an absolute perfect tuned engine, but this note should start the engine and make it
drivable.
This note assumes that the GLOBAL IGNITION parameters (pulses per turn, etc.) are set up
correctly. If not see: IGNITION ACTIVATION. It also assumes that the temperature sensors are
working and calibrated (more or less) and that the oxygen (lambda) probe is working. If a lambda
probe is not available, then a CO meter will do.
A sample map, which avoids most of the setting, is available: LF FIRST. You still have to confirm
your ignition details, and other items!
STEP 1:

AVOID ALL UNIMPORTANT COMPENSATION
FENGT
: all zero
FAIRT
: all zero
IENGT
: all zero
Battery compens.
: 0 (F5)
Disconnect (if installed) the IDLE motor

STEP 2:

SET SOME BASIC VALUES
Cylinder
: As required!
Ignition base line
:0
Prime cycles
: 20
Prime injection val : 40
Prime temp. limit
: 127 (disabled!)
AMP FUEL LIMIT
: To max AMP! No limit!
ENGINE TEMP.FUEL LIMIT: 127 (disabled!)
RPM FUEL LIMIT
: 5000 rpm

STEP 3:

SWITCH CLOSED LOOP LAMBDA OFF

The car should run without LAMBDA, or your lambda probe is not working (yet) or it is not
working on idle. Whatever, you don’t want fuel adjustments from the loop at this point of time.
AFR loop limit
STEP 4:

: 0 (All values on F3 screen)

AVOID IGNITION PROBLEMS

Put the ignition on a "comfortable" map, or put the ignition at 15 to 20 degrees. All engines run at
15 degrees before TDC. Since the trigger point is at 15-20 degrees, put the ignition base line (F5)
to zero, and zero the ignition map, the IAMP map, and the IENGT map. The RPM range
determines the dwell time: In the first row (0) the dwell time is 50 percent, unless "SHORT IDLE
DWELL: Y", then the dwell is 12%.
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STEP 5:

PUT SOME FUEL IN

Ignore this step if the engine starts and idles! The fuel injected per firing depends on the amount
of injector activations per firing. Plenty options are possible to suit your installation and your
injector wiring. For the time we assume that it is correct. Then an injector is activated for a time,
which is calculated as follows:
Time = Number in fuel table * Number in AMP table * Fuel range
If you need to know the details in milliseconds, then see: INJECTOR ACTIVATION. Set the
maps according to the: THEORETICAL FUEL MAP, unless the engine starts and idles already.
STEP 6:

CONFIRM START PRIMING

The engine gets some PRIME INJECTION every time the power to the PRS is switched on.
Confirm this! You have programmed the unit for 20 cycles (on each injector!) and an injection
volume of 40. This injection happens without the engine cranking. This injection should be good
to start the engine.
STEP 7:

START THE ENGINE

If the engine does not fire see: IGNITION ACTIVATION Once the engine fires, you need to
make a decision if it is lean or rich. This you can do without any instrumentation (smell!) or with
the lambda indication. A lean engine runs very "un-even" and dies, where a rich engine "smells".
Adjust the F5 global injector range until the engine idles smoothly in the idle position (left
column). If the global injector range is outside the 50 to 200 range, then you may like to double
(or half) the injector activation frequency. See: INJECTOR ACTIVATION!
STEP 8:

MAKE SURE THE ENGINE STARTS EASY

The starting of the engine depends on the prime injection. An engine should start without throttle
and just by turning the power on, and cranking. The prime injection activates all injector output
(functions) in parallel, for the specified length, and the specified amount, unless the engine
temperature is above the set limit. The amount of injections is very important, because the fuel
pressure may not be up for the first 1-10 cycles, which are wasted. Adjust on the global (F5)
screen:
Prime cycles
Prime injection val
Prime temp. limit
STEP 9:

: 10-40
: 20-50
: 70 degree C

YOU NEED CO OR LAMBDA INDICATION

Well, may be you can do it without any indication for now, but later you need it anyhow. So, get
the LAMBDA probe installed.
STEP 10:

YOU NEED THE ENGINE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

It is good for monitoring the engine temperature, and to adjust the FENGT map. It is not absolute
necessary, but nice!
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STEP 11:

PERFORM THEORETICAL FUEL MAP PROCEDURE

After this step the engine is drivable, but may need acceleration enrichment.
STEP 12:

ADJUST ACCELERATION

The acceleration enrichment is controlled by:
FARPM MAP
Accell. Detection

: F4
: F5

Start:100
Start: 4

Set the map and parameters to the indicated values. Then put the car in to a controlled
acceleration situation (e.g. 1500 RPM, 3 gear, then full throttle) and observe that the AFR
decreases to 13.6 (lambda voltage 0.9V) while accelerating. Adjust Accell.fuel.lim until this
enrichment is achieved. Then reduce FARPM table values until the acceleration process is smooth.
STEP 13:

ADJUST IGNITION TIMING

This is best done by an expert, but here are some hints. The IAMP map should have a gradient of
10 degrees, retarding with an increase in pressure, or ADVANCING at vacuum. Do not advance
the timing at idle, although the engine runs smooth. Do not advance above 30 degrees at full
RPM, unless you have a means of detecting knocking. Adjust the timing for the worst fuel with the
lowest OCTANE rating.
STEP 14:

ADJUST FENGT MAP

This is best done with a cold engine. Increase fuel in the FENGT map (at cold spot) until engine
runs smoothly. The AFR may not work! Decrease values linearly until 60 degrees to zero. If closed
loop lambda us used, it will only start operating when the value becomes zero.
STEP 15:

ADJUST IENGT

Colder engines require advanced timing of 2-6 degrees. Very hot engines can be retarded by 2-4
degrees. Do not adjust in the normal operating range 80 to 100 degrees C!
STEP 16:

ADJUST FAIRT

Mainly used in cold climate and with turbo's. As a rule of thumb: every 60 degrees C result in
10% air density change. Do not reduce fuel at very hot air temperatures, unless a closed loop
lambda is used. Increase fuel (prevent running lean) at cold temperatures. Use AFR reading to
confirm.
14.1

INJECTOR ACTIVATION

This note describes the various injector modes and wiring options, which influence the
performance and power of the engine.
Choice of injectors:
Some companies sell injectors for horsepower (e.g. 4 injectors = 100HP) and you can believe
them. See INJECTOR SELECTION. But how are these injectors activated to deliver the claimed
horsepower? Most people get secondhand injectors, with no information as to the flow rate and
horsepower. This means you have to make the choice of activation and wiring! Injector’s
activation is limited by two criteria:
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14.2

IDLE ACTIVATION

Injector’s work only, once the mechanical "valve" is fully open. During the opening process the
fuel "splatters", and the fuel quantity is not defined. You can't run an engine in this initial opening
period. Most injectors take from 0.5 to 1.5 ms to open initially. For idle purposes, you like to run
the injectors well above the initial time, so that the "splatter time" contribution becomes
insignificant. Let’s assume: 800 RPM, 4 cylinder, sequential injection. Injectors activated at 1.0
(initial) + 0.5 =1.5ms, every 150 MS. This means the injectors are operated 1.5/150 = 0.01 (1%
of the time).
14.3

FULL ACTIVATION

They spray continuously! The injectors are activated 100% of the time!
The above example allows an engine to idle at 2HP, and develop 200HP at 6400 RPM. However, if
the injector time at idle is increased to 2.5ms, then the same engine develops 120HP at 6400
RPM, and that may be too little.
14.4

FUEL PRESSURE

The fuel pressure should not exceed 2.5 to 3 bars during starting. The injector armature has to
open against the fuel pressure during a low battery condition, and it may not open at 3.5-4.0
bars. A very popular solution is a fuel pressure regulator "linked" to the manifold pressure. An
even better solution is a "progressive" regulator, which are available as 1/1.5 and 1/2. This
means that for every 0.4 bar manifold pressure change the fuel pressure changes by 0.6 or 0.8
bar respectively. After all the theory above, you have to get the injectors to operate at idle, and
deliver enough fuel at full throttle and max RPM. The PRS systems give you many choices to alter
the frequency (wiring, setup) and duration (tuning) of the injectors.
14.5

INJECTOR SETUP OPTIONS

4 cylinder sequential injection:
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
x

#2

#3

#4 injector outputs

x
x
x

8 Cylinder sequential injection:
Cyl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

#1
x

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8 injector outputs

x
x
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4 Cylinder batch sequential injection:
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
x

#2

#3

#4 injector outputs

x
x
x

4 Cylinder parallel injection
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
x
x
x
x

#2
x
x
x
x

#3
x
x
x
x

#4 injector outputs
x
x
x
x

14.6

INJECTOR WIRING OPTIONS

The outputs of the PRS can be combined, and one output can drive more than one injector.
4 Cylinder sequential setup, 1+3 and 2+4 outputs combined
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
o

#2

#3
w

o
w

#4
w

o
w

o

4 Cylinder batch sequential, 1+3 and 2+4 outputs combined
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
o

#2

#3
w

o
o

#4
w

w
o

w

The permutations are endless! Important is, that the fuel injection pattern is equally distributed
over the complete engine cycle. The following example doesn't do it, with the result that the
hydrocarbons where higher.
Sequential injection, output #1 wired to 1+3, output #2 wired to 2+4
Cyl
1
2
3
4

#1
O

#2

#3
W

14.7

SEQUENTIAL VERSUS BATCH SEQUENTIAL

O

#4
W

-

It is an endless argument, best left to the experts. Our experiments running cars on a rolling road
with the best instrumentation possible, does not confirm either method being better. We don’t
find any difference! They may be lost in the natural error of 0.5%!
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14.8

PARALLEL INJECTION

Recommended for low flow injectors. Again, we don't see much of a difference to any other
method.
WHEN SHOULD THE SEQUENTIAL INJECTION HAPPEN?
Should the injector open in to the open valves? Or in to closed valves? We have not tried either
method! An article (from Bosch, I think!), which I have lost, explained that there is a small
difference. We don’t worry, and we produce consistent results. Again, we can't measure below the
0.5% error band on a rolling road dyno.
TOO SHORT OPENING TIMES AT IDLE
The car idles rich and inconsistent. Small changes in tuning stall the engine. This can be tolerated
in a race engine, but not for a street car. Reduce the injector activation frequency, or reduce the
fuel pressure, or use injectors with lower flow rate.
14.9

IGNITION ACTIVATION

This note describes the PRS ignition options and the influence on performance.
The PRS can perform:
SINGLE COIL, with distributor
MULTIPLE COILS, wasted spark
The multiple coil setup requires a cylinder #1 identification. This "cylinder #1" identification can
come from a multiple teeth wheel with a gap, or a second pickup with one tooth per crank turn. It
can also come from the CAM, thus every turn or every second turn.
SINGLE COIL, WITH DISTRIBUTOR
Cyl
1
2
3
4

F#
x
x
x
x

F#
opt
opt
opt
opt

F#
opt
opt
opt
opt

Note that if more that one output is specified, it will be activated together with the first output,
both outputs can be wired together to increase current handling.
4 CYLINDER, MULTIPLE COILS
Cyl
1
2
3
4

F#
x

F#
x

x
x

Note that the unit "COUNTS" up to half the cylinder number! Thus 4 outputs are activated for a 8
Cylinder engine.
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The firing pickup (CB1) should be from the crankshaft (pulley, or flywheel) and it should be
located 15-20 degrees BEFORE TDC. The PRS will fire at this pickup point during starting.
DWELL TIME
The dwell time can be specified in milliseconds. If the dwell time exceeds 75% of the time
between firings, then the dwell time is limited to 75%. During starting the DWELL TIME is
approx. 50% (map row 0!), but if a SHORT IDLE DWELL is specified, it will be approx. 25%. In
other words, during starting the PRS produces a large dwell, and fires at the TRIGGER POINT.
OUTPUT DRIVE AND POLARITY
At firing point :
At dwell start :
Other time
:

Current stops
Current starts
Open circuit

Voltage rises
Voltage goes low
Battery voltage

RETARD AND ADVANCE
The PRS retards from the trigger point, but advances from the pickup point by "RETARDING"
from the previous trigger point. At low RPM, when the engine is not running very even, but
advanced from the trigger point, the ignition timing as seen by a timing light may very slightly.
This is not important, and is not a fault.
WASTED SPARK AND TIMING LIGHTS
Normal timing lights assume a 4 stroke engine, unless a 2/4 stroke switch is fitted. A wasted
spark setup requires a 2 stroke timing light. Any TIMING LIGHT works, if the timing "delay" dial
is set to zero, and the timing is read from marks on the engine body.
PULSE PER TURN, FIRING
Pulses per turn are exactly what it says: trigger pulses per crank turn. Pulses per firing are
normally: pulses per turn divided by half cylinders.
BASE PULSE POSITION
Rules:
1)
2)

Cannot equal zero unless teeth per firing is 1, then it is always zero.
Is greater than zero and less than the teeth per firing value minus 1.
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NOT DRIVING THE COIL(s) FROM THE PRS:
High intensity spark coils are available from OEM and aftermarket suppliers. Some of these coils
have built-in "IGNITORS", which are current amplifiers.
Driving a single coil with more than 7 Amps rating:
Parallel more ignition outputs to achieve the higher current.
Driving multiple coils with up to 14 Amps rating: Use a ballast resistor to reduce the heat
dissipation on the PRS. Driving multiple coils with high currents: Use an external amplifier
(igniter) with the following components:
+12
2k2

PRS

EXTERNAL
NON-INVERTING
AMPLIFIER

FX

-

+

Ignition
supply

LOW VOLTAGE
CURRENT
LOW VOLTAGE
CURRENT
+12

+ 12
2k2

2k2
EXTERNAL
INVERTING
AMPLIFIER

10k

PRS

FX
2k2

PRS

Yellow
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Ignition
supply

+12

500

Red

+

NPN
eg: Bc237

+12

FX

-

2K2

PERFECT
POWER
UNIVERSAL
AMPLIFIER
INVERTING

Green

EXTERNAL
INVERTING
AMPLIFIER

-

+

Ignition
supply

Black
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THEORETICAL FUEL MAP
This note describes how to look at a fuel map. The note generalizes, and makes no attempt to
tune out flat spots or take recognition of manifold resonance, or other special applications. It
describes the general idea about the fueling process. A generalized fuel map looks like:
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Assuming that "FUEL=POWER", then the above map delivers 40 times more power
at full throttle 6400 RPM than at idle. Power increase = AMP gradient (1.0/0.2=5) x RPM gradient
(6400/800=8).
This is achieved with all fuel map entries at the same value. Unfortunately, the engine has not a
constant fuel efficiency, and the lambda changes, and other physical factors change. But, the
above considerations allow tuning specific points. In other words as an end result your fuel map
should be relatively flat.
IDLE ADJUST
Done with a LAMBDA probe, AFR=14.7 to 15.1.
FULL THOTTLE, IDLE RPM
Put the engine on a dyno, or drive the car up a long steady hill. Then apply full throttle (without
increasing the rpm!) and adjust the FAMP gradient until the lambda is at 13.8 (0.86V). Adjust the
spot the engine runs on at full throttle, later fill in the values in between (linear).
NO LOAD LINE
Slowly increase the rpm from idle to maximum rpm and adjust each spot the engine settles in
until the AFR = 15.1 (0.2V). Then fill in the same numbers next to the NO LOAD LINE. Zero the
upper left corner.
FULL THROTTLE, MAX RPM
For this you need a dyno, or a very long steady hill and time. Put the engine in to this map spot
and adjust this spot until the AFR=13.8 (0.86V). Then fill in the numbers in column 7 with a linear
gradient.
CRUISING, MOST USED OPERATING CONDITION
Establish this point while driving, and adjust the fuel map value until the AFR=14.7 (0.4V).
Fill in the numbers around the cruising spot. This establishes a drivable map. The map can be
fine tuned on the road over time.
A standard map is not available, because of the following influences:
- Throttle position (and steps)
- Cam variations
- Manifold pressure variations
- Natural, turbo or supercharged
- RPM ranges
- Manifold variations, switched
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15.

THROTTLE CALIBRATION

The PRS unit has a "passive" throttle (or load) input, which accepts a voltage from 0 to 5V,
corresponding from 0 to 100%, which is displayed in the top left corner. If the throttle switch is a
passive device, then it must be "EXCITED" by either a "pull-up" or the 5 volt system output, so
that the input to the unit exhibits a "reasonable" swing.
Then the PRS unit can be calibrated to the correct settings.
16.

RPM SCALE CALIBRATION

The RPM SCALE can be calibrated to suit your operating conditions. The bottom must be the
slowest RPM. The max RPM is 9990. The scale must be calibrated AFTER the cylinders are chosen!
The DOS tuning software selects the steps linearly, the WINDOWS software can select each step.
The chosen steps are "aligned" to the nearest digital value, which may result in a RPM difference
of 3-20 RPM's from the specified step.
17.

AMP SCALE CALIBRATION

The PRS can be calibrated in Lar or L6, or any other scale you like. The DOS calibration is
relatively simple if the AMP range is known. It is done with the
AL
AH

p
p

dis
dis

CNT
CNT

Commands. Where:
p
dis
CNT

=
=
=

position
display value at this position
sensor counts at this position

Example:
A 2.5 bar (35lb) absolute sensor.
Type :
AL
0
0.2
AH
15
2.5

10
250

Or
Type

:

AL
AH

0
15

3
35

10
250

The PRS unit has a 0 to 5 volts input for an external AMP sensor. Perfect POWER provides 2 units,
but any one with a linear output from 0 to 5 volt for the manifold pressure range is acceptable.
0.2 to 2.5 bar absolute 0 to 5 volts
0.1 to 1.15 bar absolute 0 to 5 volts
The input is passive. Therefore the external AMP sensor must be excited by external means, or by
the provided 5 Volts system voltage output. The actual output can be calibrated, if the sensor is
subjected to a known pressure (or vacuum), or it can be calibrated with the supplied calibration
points if a standard sensor is used. The calibration affects all pressure settings and display.
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18.

ENGINE / AIR TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION

The temperature sensor assumes a NEGATIVE temperature coefficient (NTC) and a fairly linear
curve over the temperature range. Both the air and engine temperature sensors must have the
same characteristics. If the temperature behavior is known, then the calibration points can be
typed in. Otherwise the sensor must be put in to cold and warm water (air) and the two points
must be measured and calibrated.
Again, the temperature inputs are passive, and the external sensors must be excited by the
provided pull-ups or the 5 volt system output. The input to PRS unit is from 0 to 5 volts.
The temperature calibration MUST be set before setting any temperature parameter. The display
of the engine and air temperature is also wrong unless the input is calibrated.
The unit is shipped with the dds sensor characteristics loaded, and it assumes that the sensors
are "excited” as explained in the wiring section.
The calibration can be done in DEGREE CELCIUS, or in FAHRENHEIT, which ever suits the
operator.
The temperature calibration is best performed as follows:
1.

2.

Example:

Put the sensor in cold water (ice water) and type
TL

p

dis

Where:

p
dis

=
=

position on the scale (0-15)
temperature of the cold water

Put the sensor in warm water and type
TH

p

dis

Where:

p
dis

=
=

position on the scale (0-15)
temperature of the warm water

ICE-Water and boiling water

TL
TH

2
13

0
100

For Degrees C

TL
TL

2
13

32
212

For Degrees F

Or
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19.

EXTERNAL LED INDICATION

The onboard fault indication is buffered out to drive a LED directly, or a small relay.
CONDITION
THROTTLE FAULT
The throttle input is outside the permissible range of 3 to 250 CNTS.
FUEL OVERFLOW
The fuel calculations have resulted in an overflow condition, and the fuel is limited.
RPM FUEL
The RPM fuel limit has been exceeded and the fuel is cut off.
BOOST FUEL
The manifold pressure has exceeded the set limit and the fuel is cut off.
ENGINE TEMPERATURE FAULT
Once enabled (system mode), and outside the set limits the fuel is cut off.
ENGINE TEMPERATURE SENSOR FAULT
The sensor is faulty. The reading is outside the limits.
AIR TEMPERATURE SENSOR FAULT
The sensor is faulty.
RPM FAULT
The RPM is too low or missing.
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WIRING FOR EXTERNAL LED INDICATION

20.

ANTI TURBO LAG (OR TURBO LAUNCH CONTROL)

This is only applicable to racing engines, and it puts severe temperature stress on to the engine
and the exhaust system (and turbo).
The feature is enabled with the external switch input S1 (grounded).
Once enabled, the following happens:
1. The driver opens the throttle and the engine speeds up.
2. Once the engine RPM's are above the set limit, the PRS unit RETARDS the ignition until the
RPM are maintained at the set limit
3. The turbo is on full speed (pressure) and under extreme heat
4. the driver releases the clutch, and opens S1 input. The PRS unit puts the timing to its map
value.
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For this special racing feature to work, it requires that:
A) The S1 switch input is closed
B) The engine RPM are higher than the specified turbo lag RPM.
The S1 switch is normally coupled to the clutch, and in automatic transmission systems to a hand
switch.
Once the S1 switch is closed, and the RPM’s are lower than the specified limit, then the ignition is
set to the pickup point, and not retarded nor advanced!
21.

BOOST CONTROL, (AMP PWM)

See: OUTPUT FUNCTIONS
The boost control relies on a natural closed bypass valve, which is opened when the boost has
reached a limit, thus reducing the boost. The PRS controls the boost by opening and closing a
valve. The boost pressure can only be controlled ABOVE the activation canister (solenoid) setting.

The PRS pulses the output in a PWM fashion, and by adjusting the bleeder and feeder restrictions
proper boost control can be maintained.
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22.

WATER PUMP/FAN CONTROL

Any output wire (function) can be used.
This feature activates the output when the engine is above the preset temperature limit. The
current rating of the output is 7AMP, and if the water pump draws more than 7 amps then a relay
must be used.
The temperature set points can only be set AFTER the temperature has been calibrated. A 2-5
degree “latching” is employed to prevent relay shattering. The function becomes active when an
output is assigned to the function
23.

CAM CONTROL (F6: RPM ON/OFF)

On engines with a variable CAM, it is required to switch the cam to the high RPM setting at a
particular RPM. Continuous variable CAM control is NOT supported. The PRS unit SWITCHES the
cam!
The cam is normally operated by engine oil pressure, and a solenoid must be open or closed.
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The following setting controls the CAM output:
CAM RPM switch pnt :

global screen

The RPM entry changes with cylinder specifications. The PRS output conducts current when the
RPM's are above the set point.
24.

BATTERY COMPENSATION

The injectors open sluggish during low voltage, and the fuel flow to the engine is reduced as a
result. To compensate this effect, the battery voltage is monitored, and if it is lower than 12 volts
(nominal) then the specified battery compensation (global screen) is applied.
A “zero" entry disables the battery compensation.
Entry is from 1 to 255, which means that 255 counts of fuel are added for every 1 volt below 12
volt.
An entry of 50 at 11 volts battery adds 150 cnts of fuel.
This is best established experimentally. It applies mostly during starting and it can be overcome
by the prime injection. If the battery compensation is too high, then the engine starts rich, which
helps the starting process, but not the environment.
For testing and setting the battery compensation you need:
A variable DC power source, approx. 10 A, variable from 8 – 12 volts.
Then:
1. Connect the power source to the injector positive common
2. Adjust the power source to 12 volts
3. Start the engine and let it idle
4. Reduce the power source output voltage, and:
5. Adjust the battery compensation until:
6. The Oxygen probe shows the same lambda.
If the engine stops idling at a low battery voltage, then the fuel pressure is too high, and the low
battery voltage can't "open" the injectors. Then a "progressive" fuel pressure regulator is called
for, or lower fuel pressure and bigger injectors.
A good installation should idle with an 8V supply voltage! If this is not possible, then you have to
find the reason, or live with it!
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25.

ALTITUDE COMPENSATION

The PRS has no "direct" altitude compensation, but the effects of an altitude change can be
counteracted by:
A) IDLE MOTOR
B) CLOSED LOOP LAMBDA (AFR)
The open throttle response is controlled by the manifold pressure (boosted or normally aspirated)
and the fuel mixture is adjusted accordingly.
The problem is normally at idle with an almost closed throttle. The engine "pulls" a constant
vacuum, and the manifold pressure is constant. However, at higher altitudes, the atmospheric
pressure is less, and the differential pressure across the throttle is less, and the airflow is less:
the engine runs RICH at higher altitudes, which results in lower RPM.
This is detected by the idle motor circuit, and it opens the valve for more air, thus restoring the
original airflow and mixture.
If a closed loop circuit is operated at idle, then the fuel will be adjusted as well, thus restoring the
pre-programmed AFR target values.
It is strongly recommended that the IDLE CIRCUIT be installed.
In order to conform to the latest environmental restrictions it is advisable to run the engine at
closed loop from idle to full throttle.
26.

BOOST INJECTION (F6: INJECTION XAMP)

The BOOST injection function can activate an extra (set) of injectors to help the standard injector
set during high boost.
The purpose of the EXTRA injector activation is:
To use relative small injectors for idling and normal aspirated conditions. This ensures
good idle behavior, very small hydrocarbons and easy adjustment in fine steps. Once the
boost sets in, then more fuel is needed, and the relative small injectors may not cope.
That’s when extra injectors are needed. The adjustments at full power are not as critical as
at idle.
Sometimes the greater fuel requirements at full power are met with a "progressive" fuel pressure
regulator.
For the boost injection to function the following conditions must be met:
1. The function MUST be assigned to any output (see: OUTPUT FUNCTIONS)
2. The value in the XAMP map must be greater than zero at the selected point.
The value from the XAMP (compensation screen) map is extracted via the AMP.
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The output can drive 6 AMP, which is sufficient for 6 x 16 ohm injectors.

27.

NITROUS (NOX) ACTIVATION (F6: PWM NOX)

The PRS module has an optional assigned (see: OUTPUT FUNCTIONS) output, which can
activate the NITROUS solenoid PROPORTIONAL as a result of the YPPM map. This function
SHARES the XMAP with the boost injection.
The function must be assigned to a physical output before the solenoid is operated. However, the
function is indicated ACTIVE when the following conditions are met.
1. The throttle position is in position 6 or 7: This ensures that NITROUS operated ONLY at full
throttle.
2. The YRPM compensation screen) entry at this RPM is > 0
Then the entry from the YRPM map is the pulse width (PWM) modulation of the output signal
according to the following formula:
PWM (%) = YRPM entry / 255 * 100
The PWM repeat frequency is 38Hz!
The output can drive a nitrous solenoid only, or a nitrous AND fuel solenoid.
If only nitrous is proportional adjusted, then the fuel map must take recognition of the added
nitrous (oxygen!) and fuel must be added. This leads to a rich engine without nitrous.
If nitrous AND fuel is pulsed proportional, then the fuel and nitrous jets must be selected to give
the correct mixture (AFR=11!).
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28.

INJECTOR STAGING

The PRS has an injector staging function, which can activate ONE output, which in turn can
operate 1-6 injectors depending on the injector impedance. Injector staging is used when the
standard injectors are fully utilized and more fuel must be added. Staging thus reduces the open
time of the injectors, but delivers the same amount of fuel through more injectors.
The number entered in the XRPM table specifies the extra amount of injectors and injector size,
and reduces the TOTAL injection time length proportional. A zero entry disables STAGING.
Injector time = XRPM entry / 256 x un-staged injector time.
The principle is easy to understand from the following table, which assumes that the added
injectors have the same flow rate than the original set. Of course, different flow rates can be
calculated and accommodated.
Injection
Sequential

Parallel

Injectors
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
4
4

Staged
0
1
2
4
0
1
2
3
4
2
4
1
2

Calculation
0
4/5 (of 256)
4/6
4/8
0
6/7
6/8
6/9
6/10
8/10
8/12
4/5
4/6

XRPM
206
171
128
219
192
171
154
206
171
206
171

Note: Injector staging should only be used when the original set of injector can’t
deliver the required fuel when fully open.
If the flow rate of staged injectors is not known, then the XRPM table entry can be "tuned" until
the same AFR is achieved.
The displayed injection time "REDUCES" during staging, and the injector utilization shows it.
INJECTOR STAGING, SPECIAL
Some times a second set of injectors is placed in the manifold, and it is desirable to operate them
sequential staged. This can be accomplished with the following setup and wiring:
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INJECTOR STAGE ENABLE VIA XRPM (F6: ON/OFF INJ. STAGE)
Once this function is enabled and the XRPM table contains a value > Ø, then the specified output
is activated PERMANENTLY (not pulsed) and the fuel is reduced proportional by the XRPM entry.
Therefore, this mode requires that the injector outputs activate the staged injectors. The
following diagram explains:

The function output SPn operates the relay (XRPM> Ø), which supplies power to ALL staged
injectors. The injectors are operated by the sequential output injector drivers. Better fuel
distribution was achieved when the staged injector is wired to the proceeding cylinder driver.
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29.

REV COUNTER OUTPUT (F6: REV CNTR)

The PRS 8 has a rev counter output, which produces a pulse train representative of the RPM. This
output is useful for multi coil applications. However, the output is a normal transistor output, with
very little drive, suitable for driving a 12V rev-counter.
It will NOT drive a rev counter, which requires a coil connection. These older devices require 200400 volts peak to trigger. Following are some suggestions for driving 12V and 200V rev-counters.
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29.1

REV COUNTER

Here is a suggested circuit diagram for a wasted spark installation without using the rev counter
output function.
The PRS4 has only 8 output wires, and if a spare wire is not available for this output, then the
following circuit may be used.

The above diagram assumes that you have a rev counter, which used to trigger from the negative
of the coil. Most older rev counters do this.
29.2

STANDARD REV COUNTER OUTPUT (SN>24)

Later model rev driver outputs are assigned to any function. The output drive is suitable for up to
6 amps, and the following circuit must be used to drive a rev counter.
REV COUNTER WITH 12V DRIVE
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REV COUNTER WITH 200-300V DRIVE (FROM COIL)

Note: If your rev counter flickers at stable rpm, then reverse on coil.
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30.

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating supply voltage
Short term spikes, load dumps

:
:

7 to 15 volts
up to 60V
protected at 24 – 33V

Current consumption

:

approx. 0.06 A

Operating temperature

:

-20 to +50 degree C

Input impedance

:

CB1, CB2
S1, S2, Map
All ANALOG

Fuel pump output drive

:

Sink 0.1 A

LED output drive

:

Source 0.02 A

10K OHM
10K OHM
10K OHM

IGNITION OUTPUTS

PRS8
PRS4
PRS2

:
:
:

4 x 7 Amp
2 x 7 Amp
1 x 7 Amp
Limited to 400V

INJECTOR OUTPUTS

PRS8
PRS4
PRS2

:
:
:

12 x 6 Amp
6 x 6 Amp
3 x 6 Amp
Limited to 60V
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31.

MORE THAN 8 CYLINDERS

10 Cylinder engines can operated with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Single Coil
Multiple Coil, wasted spark
Parallel injection
Batch sequential injection

Note: Sequential injection on 10 cylinders is not possible.
12 Cylinder engines are not supported at this time (July, 2002). Please enquire.
32.

TESTING

The PRS range of products can be tested with a test jig (available from Perfect Power) and the
software package: TSTPRS.
The following files are needed:
TSTPRS.EXE
TSSPRS.SCN
T2.BAT
T4.BAT
T8.BAT
PRS2.CFG
PRS4.CFG
PRS8.CFG

Test program
Screen layout
Test PRS2 batch file
Test PRS4 batch file
Test PRS8 batch file
Configuration file PRS2
Configuration file PRS4
Configuration file PRS8

Two test jigs (harnesses) are available:
TSTPRS4
TSTPRS8

:
:

Operates on PRS2 and PRS4
Operates on PRS8 only

Operating is simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect harness to power and unit
Connect computer to unit
Operate required test (eg: T4)
Type your initials, then “G” which starts the test
Observe that all tests are passed.
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33.

WIRING

33.1

PRS8 PINOUT

The PRS 8 has two connectors,
a 24 way input/output
a 16 way power output
The 3rd connector is for the RS232 communications link.
24 WAY CONNECTOR
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Signal
GND
AMP
CB2
SGND
THROTTLE
PUMP-RELAY
OXY-SENSOR
ENG.TEMP.
AIR TEMP.
MAP SWITCH
+5V
LED DRIVE
SGND
test
CB1
SGND
Pull-up 4k7
REV DRV/F17
SGND
Pull-up 1k1
Pull-up 1k1
S1
TEST
+Supply

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1

(the numbers are on the plug)
I/O
GND
Input
Input
GND
Input
Output
Input
Input
Input
Input
Output
Output
GND
output
input
GND
Output
Output
GND
Output
Output
Input
Output
Input

Colour
Black
0,7
Yellow
Orange
Black/White
Grey
Purple
White/blue
Pink
Blue
White
Black/brown
Grey/Blue
Black/White
n/c
Brown
Black/White
Yellow/red
Green
Black/White
Blue/black
Blue/black
Grey/black
White/red
Red
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18 Way Connector
Pin

Signal

I/O

Current

Colour

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

F4
F9
F10
F12
POWER GROUND
F5
F6
F13
F14
F3
F2
F1
F11
POWER GROUND
F15
F7
F16
F8

Output
Output
Output
Output

7A
7A
7A
7A

Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output

7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A

Output
Output
Output
Output

7A
7A
7A
7A

White/red
White/blue
Brown
Orange
Yellow/Green
Grey/Black
Black / Red
Pink
Purple
Yellow/Red
Yellow/Black
Blue/Black
Yellow
Yellow/green
White
Green
Grey
Blue

0,7

0,7

The POWER GROUND of the 18 way connector must be connected to the chassis.
33.2

PRS4 PINOUT / PRS2 PINOUT

The PRS4 has 1 off 24way connector for wiring, and a D9 RS232 connector for Communications.
Pin

Signal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

GND
AMP
CB2
SGND
THROTTLE
Eng.TEMP
LED DRIVE
F8
F7
F5
F2
F4
SGND
LAMBDA
CB1
SGND
+5V
MAP SWITCH
PUMP RELAY
+SUPPLY
POWER GROUND
F6
F1
F3
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I/O

Colour

Input
Input
Input
Input
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
IN
Input
Output
Input
Output
Input
Output
Output
Output

Black
Yellow
Orange
Black/White
Grey
Pink
Grey / Blue
Blue
Green
Grey/Black
Yellow/Black
White/Red
Black/White
White/Blue
Brown
Black/White
Black/Brown
White
Purple
RED
Yellow/Green
Black / Red *
Blue/Black
Yellow/Red
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The power ground (yellow/green) must be connected to the chassis.
33.3

WIRING DIAGRAM (POWER OUTPUT) FOR PRS 8

Relay connected to
ignition switch

18 WAY

30

INJECTORS

87
FX

FX
FX
FX

FX

12V

FX
FX

Relay connected to
ignition switch

FX

30

IGNITION COILS

87
F2
F3
F4

CAM
SOLENOID

FX

Relay connected to
ignition switch
87

IDLE
MOTOR
(2 WIRE)

FX

85

FX

FX

(85)

SPECIAL
BOOST / WATER

86

30

FAN
RELAY

(86)

POWER 14
5
GND
YELLOW/GREEN
YELLOW/GREEN

POWER GROUND
POWER GROUND

18WAY
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33.4

WIRING DIAGRAM (SIGNAL) FOR PRS 8
Relay connected to
ignition switch

24 WAY
Supply 24
LED 12

12V

Grey/Blue

11

Black/Brown

THRIN 5

Grey
1K TPS

Black/White

Fuel pump
relay

6

Purple

85

7

White/Blue

SGND 19

AIRT

Blue/Black

9

Blue

SGND 19

ENGT

Air
Temperature

Black/White

21

Blue/Black

8

Pink

SGND 19

Oxygen
sensor

Black/White

20

ENGINE
TEMP

Black/White

Supply 24

Red

AMP 2
SGND 13

AMP
SENSOR

Yellow
Black/White
NB. Only use these pullup resistors
for hall effect and optical sensors

CB2 3

Orange

SGND 16

Black/White

CB1 15
SGND 16

Brown
Black/White

MAP 10

White

1

Black

GND

86

1K1

PUMP

4

1K1

SGND

30

500

+5

87

Red

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1
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PICKUP

CRANK
PICKUP
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33.5

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR PRS4/PRS2
Relay connected to
ignition switch
87
30

24 WAY
Supply 20
LED 7

12V

Grey/Blue

17 Black/Brown
Grey

1K2

THRIN 5

See: Standard Wiring

500

+5

Red

1K TPS

SGND

4

Black/White

PUMP 19

Purple

ENGT

Pink

6

ENGINE
TEMP

SGND 16 Black/White
MAP 18

White
Yellow
Black/White

CB2 3

1K1

NB. Only use these pullup resistors
for hall effect and optical sensors

AMP
SENSOR
1K1

AMP 2
SGND 13

Orange

SGND 16

Black/White

CB1 15
SGND 16

Brown

Shield this signal all
the way to the prs

CRANK
PICKUP

Black/White

FX
FX
FX

Shield this signal all
the way to the prs, CB2 can
be grounded for missing tooth
signals and non-wasted spark
applications.

CAM
PICKUP

87

30

87

30

87

30

INJECTORS

FX
F1
F2
FX
FX
Power GND 21 Yellow/Green
GND 1 Black

Ground to identical points

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1

IGNITION
COILS

7A
DEVICE

7A
DEVICE

Relay connected to
ignition switch
The PRS2 has functions (drivers) F1-F4
and F5 as a low current driver
(100mA rating), PRS4 has (drivers) F1-F8
Relay connected to
ignition switch

See: Manual

Relay connected to
ignition switch
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33.6

CB1 AND CB2 PICKUPS ON THE CRANK.
Taken when cylinder is at TDC.
CB2 sensor

Crank Pulley
30°-90°
CB1
sensor

Engine
rotation

Weld pip

180°

CB1 wheel
2 pips

20°
15°

180°

Weld pips

4 cylinder engine
setup.
33.7

CB2 wheel
1 pip

CB1 PICKUP ON THE CRANK, CB2 PICKUP ON THE CAM.
Taken when cylinder is at TDC.

Cam pulley
30-90 crank
degrees or 15-45
physical cam
degrees.
CB2
sensor

Engine
rotation

180°
20°

Taken when cylinder is at TDC.
180°

Weld pip

Engine
rotation

Weld pip

CB1
sensor

180°

4 cylinder engine
setup.

15°
20°

CB1 wheel
2 pips
180°

Weld pip

Crank Pulley

Note: The CB2 pickup signal should be BEFORE the CB1 pickup when measured on a scope.
Output ignition #2 on system bit settings is produced after the CB2 signal.
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34.

OUTPUT ASSIGNMENT FORM

Car:
Date:

PRS 2

FUNCTION

PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1

____________________________
____________________________

PRS4

OUTPUT
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Please note the number listed next to each word is the page number.

AIR TEMP, 32
AIR TEMPERATURE 4
AIR TEMPERATURE SENSOR FAULT, 53
ALTITUDE COMPENSATION, 58
AMERICAN, 19
AMP FUEL LIMIT 41
AMP INPUT, 4
AMP ON/OFF, 32
AMP PWM , 32
AMP SCALE CALIBRATION, 51
ANTI TURBO LAG 54
ASSIGN, 15

A
AFR OPERATION LOOP TIME, 35
ACCELLERATION, 27
ADV IGNITION LIMIT, 43
ADV IGNITION LIMIT, 36
AFR IDLE LOOP TIME, 35
AFR (LAMBDA), 37
AFR OPERATION LOOP TIME, 35
AFR OPER. LOOP TIME, 28
AFR TARGET , 28
AIRFLOW METER, 4
AIR-MASS METER, 2
B
BASE PULSE POSITION, 34
BATCH SEQUENTIAL: 45
BATCH SEQUENTIAL INJECTION BY SETUP
18
BATCH SEQUENTIAL INJECTION BY
WIRING, 35
BATTERY COMPENSATION, 57

BATTERY VOLTAGE , 19
BLINKER, 33
13B MODE 22
BOOST CONTROL, (AMP PWM), 55
BOOST FUEL, 53
BOOST INJECTION , 58

C
CAM, 46
CAM CONTROL , 56
CARBON DIOXIDE, 30
CLOSED LOOP LAMBDA , 28
CLOSED LOOP OPERATION , 28
CO ANALYZER, 29
COMPENSATION, 37
CONVERSIONS, 12
CYLINDERS, 34

CARBON MONOXIDE, 30
CLOSED LOOP , 28

D
D9 COMPUTER 1
DECOMPRESSED, 27
DEFLECTION, 2
DIRECT DRIVES, 20
DWELL TIME , 47
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ENGINE / AIR TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION, 52
ENGINE TEMP, 32
ENGINE TEMPERATURE 4
ENGINE TEMPERATURE FAULT, 53
ENGINE TEMPERATURE SENSOR 42
ENGINE TEMPERATURE SENSOR FAULT, 53

ENGINE TEMP.FUEL LIMIT, 41
ENGINE TUNING 41
ENRICHMENT, 27
EUROPEAN STANDARDS, 19
EVEN FUEL DISTRIBUTION 18

F
F11 KEY, 29
FAIRT
36
FAMP 36
FAN CONTROL, 56
FARPM, 37
FARPM MAP 43
FENGT 36
FIREWALL, 1
FIRST TIME TUNING 41

FUEL 36
FUEL INJECTION , 16
FUEL MAP, 36
FUEL OVERFLOW, 53
FUEL PRESSURE, 44
FUEL PUMP 8
FULL ACTIVATION, 44
FUNCTIONS, 13
FX, 15

G
4 GAS ANALYSER, 30
GENERALIZED OUTPUTS 13
H
HALL, 6
HARNESS, 1
HORSEPOWER, 19
HYDROCARBONS, 30
I
IAMP, 43
IDLE ADJUSTMENT 25
IDLE LOOP TIME, 35
IDLE MOTOR , 9
IDLE MOTOR CLOSE, 35
IDLE MOTOR OPEN, 35
IDLE OPERATIONS 24
IDLE RPM TARGET, 35
IENGT, 36
IGN #1 - 4, 33
IGNITION , 36
IGNITION ACTIVATION , 46
IGNITION ANGLE, 21
IGNITION BASE LINE, 34
IGNITORS, 48
INJ #1 - 8, 33
INJECTION, 8
INJECTION OUTPUT, 33
INJECTION XAMP, 58
PRS INSTALLATION GUIDE V6.1

INJECTOR, 16
INJECTOR ACTIVATION , 43
INJECTOR FIRING 7
INJECTOR OUTPUTS 66
INJECTOR RANGE, 34
INJECTOR SELECTION. 43
INJECTOR SETUP OPTIONS, 44
INJECTOR STAGING, 61
INJECTOR STAGING, SPECIAL, 61
INJECTOR UTILIZATION 18
INJECTOR WIRING OPTIONS, 45
INJ YAMP, 33
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LAMBDA, 41
LAMBDA ADJUSTMENT, 29
LEADING IGNITION , 22
M
MAGNETIC, 6
MAXIMUM ADVANCE 21
MEASURING OXYGEN (LAMBDA), 30
MISSING TOOTH 7

MULITPLE COILS 8
MULTI COIL , 22
MULTIPLE COILS, 46

N
NITROUS (NOX) ACTIVATION 59
NON-STEPPED , 16
NORMAL ASPIRATED 27
NTC 4
O
OCTANE, 43
ODD CYLINDER 26
ON/OFF INJ. STAGE, 62
OPTICAL SENSORS, 6

OXYGEN, 30
OXYGEN SENSOR , 11
OXY-LIMIT , 28

P
PARALLEL, 16
PARALLEL INJECTION, 46
PICKUPS, 6
POPULAR SETTINGS, 37
POWER GROUND 1
PRESSURE REGULATOR 12
PRIME CYCLES, 35
PRIME INJECTION 42
PRIME INJECTION VOL, 35
PRIME TEMP. LIMIT, 35
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PRS2 13
PRS4, 13
PRS4 PINOUT / PRS2 PINOUT , 69
PRS8, 13
PRS8 PINOUT , 68
PULSES PER FIRING, 34
PULSES PER TURN, 34
PWM INJ. STAGE, 32
PWM NOX, 33
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R
RETARDING, 47
RET IGNITION LIMIT, 36
REV CNTR, 33
REV COUNTER 64
REV COUNTER OUTPUT , 63
ROTARY IGNITION, 22

ROTARY LEAD, 35
ROTARY LEAD. IGN, 33
RPM FAULT, 53
RPM FUEL LIMIT 41
RPM ON/OFF, 56
RPM SCALE CALIBRATION, 51

S
SENSORS, 6
SEQUENTIAL, 45
SEQUENTIAL INJECTION , 18
SHORT DWELL , 21
SIGNAL GROUND 1
SINGLE COIL, 46

SINGLE COILS 8
SINGLE WIRE SENSORS 11
STANDARD REV COUNTER 64
STANDARD WIRING, 2
SUPPLY GROUND 1
SYSTEM MODE SETTINGS 36

T
TDC, 47
TEETH PER FIRING 7
TEMPERATURE ADOPTION, 5
TEMPERATURE SETPOINT 10
TESTING, Error! Bookmark not defined.
THEORETICAL FUEL MAP 43
THREE WIRE IDLE MOTOR 24
THROTTLE, 32
THROTTLE CALIBRATION , 51

THROTTLE EXITATION, 3
THROTTLE FAULT53
TIMING LIGHT 47
TOO SHORT OPENING TIMES 46
TRAILING , 22
TRIGGER POINT, 47
TURBO APPLICATION , 4
TURBO LAUNCH RPM, 35
TWO WIRE IDLE MOTOR, 24

U
UTILIZATION, 19
W
WASTED SPARK, 20
WATER PUMP, 56
24 WAY CONNECTOR 68

3 WIRE IDLE, 32
WIRING, 68

X
XAMP , 37
XRPM 37
Y
YAMP 37
YRPM ,37
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